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Artificial Hydrologic Controls and the Geomorphology of the Greater Phoenix Area 
 

Abstract 
 

The way in which humans rearrange and utilize the landscape is a powerful geomorphic 
force. In urban areas, humans are increasingly becoming the primary geomorphic force. 
This is especially true when it comes to the water needs of a city, which places unique 
cultural pressures on the landscape. For most urban areas, the primary reasons for placing 
artificial controls on a hydrologic system are to deliver water, and to divert floodwater. 
The greater Phoenix area is well suited to study the effects of artificial hydrology and 
geomorphology. As one of the fastest growing cities in the United States and inhabited by 
nearly three million people in a semi-arid region, water here is a highly valued and 
managed resource. In this research I address two questions: 1) to what degree do artificial 
controls on hydrologic processes alter those flow systems, and 2) how do these changes 
affect urban geomorphology? I have looked at Cave Creek (30 km north of Phoenix) 
specifically in answering these questions. As Phoenix becomes more urbanized, it grew 
north – and up Cave Creek – so that the bottom reach of this channel is surrounded by the 
densest and oldest urbanization, and the most hydrologic controls. The overland flow 
through this area becomes increasingly managed downstream, as it is constrained 
progressively from its natural network finally into a cement channel. It is then diverted 
away from its previous course to the Salt River, through several other streams and river 
systems to discharge far downstream (and in another watershed). There is a large 
geomorphic response also in the channel cross-section, such that it becomes deeper and 
narrower farther downstream. This channel response is partially natural and partially due 
to engineered solutions given downstream flood control requirement.  
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Artificial Hydrologic Controls and the Geomorphology of the Greater Phoenix Area 

Introduction 

 There is a new geomorphic force that operates on the surface of the globe that did 

not exist thousands of years ago – the impact that humans have on the environment they 

live in. In hydrology, human geomorphic activity disrupts the “preexisting natural 

drainage and imposes an altered set of fluvial processes on the landscape” (Graf, 1988). 

Figure 1 is one such example, at even a small scale. There are a variety of reasons for 

which any city alternately draws to and diverts water away from a location – these are 

primarily to deliver water or divert floodwater. The greater Phoenix area, for example, is 

well suited to study the effects of artificial hydrology and geomorphology. Inhabited by 

nearly three million people, Phoenix is one of the fastest growing (and urbanizing) cities 

in the United States despite its location in a semi-arid environment. Historically, water 

here has always been a highly valued and managed resource. It is in the management of 

this resource that humans act as agents of geomorphic processes.  

  In Phoenix, engineered solutions to these cultural pressures include groundwater 

pumping and agricultural irrigation, flood prevention structures, canals, and dams. These 

are not the only expressions of urbanization that impact water management. The 

construction of residential or industrial buildings, mining operations, and the sustaining 

of aesthetically lush areas are other urban features that impact the way in which water is 

allowed to flow through the city. Expanding urbanization continues to require artificial 

controls on the water flow pathways. It thus becomes increasingly important to 

understand the effects of these controls on the hydrologic system, as well as on the 

geomorphology of the urban environment resulting from these changes. Figure 2 shows 

the degree to which the city has developed, even in the last 50 years. As Grady Gammage 

noted, as a desert city Phoenix is “structured around the giant plumbing systems that 
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Figure 1 - Humans as geomorphic agents:  a landowner in Cave Creek asks 
for the wash on his property to be filled (1963).



Figure 2 - A historic photo just north of the Arizona Canal, showing the agricultrual nature of land use in 1957.

In addition, part of the reason why there is little documentation of the flooding of Cave Creek prior to 1943 is because 
the land around Cave Creek and below the Arizona Canal (flood zones) were largely un-urbanized, so property damage
would have been minimal, even when flooding was extensive.



moves, concentrates, and redistributes water over vast distances,” adding that “the 

economic realities of building such systems has had profound impacts on urban form” 

(Gammage, 1999).  

I have addressed two questions: 1) to what degree do artificial controls on 

hydrologic processes alter those flow systems, and 2) how do these changes affect urban 

geomorphology? Figure 3 indicates some of the ways in which artificial controls are 

evident simply in the pattern of flow. This research looks at the many different ways in 

which artificial controls have impacted the hydrology of an ephemeral desert stream – 

Cave Creek. Cave Creek drains an increasingly developed watershed, both through time 

and as one moves down the stream. It runs from 30 km north of Phoenix into the 

historically oldest part of the city. The overland flow through this area becomes 

increasingly managed downstream, and is finally diverted altogether into an adjacent 

river, thus crossing watershed boundaries.  

In pursuit of these questions, I first identify my methodology, the major research 

problems, and then outline some of the processes that operate in a semi-arid environment, 

specifically as they relate to urbanization. Next is a description of the artificial controls 

that are emplaced along the length of Cave Creek. Many of these artificial changes are 

evident in the degree and character of the flooding history of Cave Creek. An analysis of 

the geometry of the system includes plan and cross-section views, as well as a look at 

sedimentation. Finally, a discussion of these results points to future avenues of research.  

From this research, I conclude that the extent of alterations is significant, not only 

in responding to the cultural pressures of urbanization, but also in permanently altering 

the landscape of this section of the greater Phoenix area. Floodwaters now encounter a 

series of structures and follow an altogether different flow path (in the lower reaches) 
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Figure 3 - How "natural" is the flow pattern? Canals (purple) represent some of the most
unnatural flow patterns, not only in their delivery of water to locations far from the stream
or river bed, but also because they often flow nearly parallel to contour lines.  This can be
compared to stream flow that is dominated by topography, not engineered solutions.

Canal flow (parallel to contour lines)

Flow through urbanized areas
where straightness indicates an
alignment to streets and gutters

Flow dominated primarily
by topographic contrants -
Flow is downhill and is 
perpendicular to contour lines



than previous to development. This change is reflected as well in profound changes in 

channel cross-section and characterization.  

Methodology 

 This research was comprised of three parts, the first of which was literature 

review. Maricopa County Flood Control Office library has detailed reports on the 

structures and flood events that occurred in this area.  

 The second portion was GIS based (primarily ArcMap), involving calculations of 

data sets as well as general representations of the artificial and natural conditions within 

the study area.  

 The third section involved a field survey of 15 different sites, throughout the 

length of Cave Creek. This allowed me to describe, measure, and photograph the channel 

at various stages of artificial control.  

The Research Problems 

The first step in examining the issue of how artificial hydrologic control and 

geomorphology relate is to characterize the natural processes are in a semi-arid 

environment. What are some of these processes, and more importantly, how are they 

altered by urbanization?  

What are the artificial controls encountered along Cave Creek? Urbanization 

along this wash can be seen in large institutional projects (such as dam construction) and 

down to more local changes (including the construction across the wash of bridges and 

elevated roads). The natural (before) state is best represented by less developed stretches 

of the wash, both upstream of the main urbanization (above Phoenix) as well as most of 

the wash as it was even 20 years ago. Some stretches of the wash even reclaim or mimic 

a natural state, for recreational or practical use (such as the use of a sedimentation basin). 
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This is best seen in the development of city parks along the banks of the wash, where the 

park is designed to double as part of the 100-year floodplain.  

What are the effects of artificial controls on the channel? The flooding events in 

the past 60 years have been altered dramatically (in volume and character), indicating 

how thoroughly the wash has been engineered as a solution to flood control. Most flood 

control efforts (besides protecting property from water damage) attempt to suppress the 

geomorphic instability associated with flooding events (such as erosion and the 

unpredictability of flood flow). Such supression results in a state where the primary form 

of geomorphic change in Phoenix is that of humans remodeling their environment.  

Did the Hohokam suffer from periodic flooding over the Cave Creek alluvial fan? 

A high proportion of their canal system was located in a dense network on the southern-

most portion of the Cave Creek alluvial fan, north of the Salt River. Their irrigation canal 

infrastructure certainly did sustain damage due to flooding and washing out of their canal 

system, but was this flooding solely a result of the Salt River, or did Cave Creek 

contribute by overtopping the canals from the north? 

The geomorphology of this altered channel system is evident in nearly all reaches 

of Cave Creek wash. How is the path of the channel changed from the top (at the town of 

Cave Creek) to the bottom (in the middle of the greater Phoenix area) (see Figure 4)? 

How have these changes affected the channel cross-section? How have natural processes 

(like sedimentation) responded to artificial controls? 

Artificial Processes in a Semi-Arid Environment 

Some of the major processes that occur in a semi-arid environment like that of 

Phoenix are runoff, mechanisms for channel balance and stability, sediment contribution, 

erosion, the response to dam construction, the human geomorphic force of decisions 

made in consideration of channel management, and the response of vegetation growth.  
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Runoff 

One of the most important changes made by urbanization is the effect on runoff. 

Figure 5 diagrams the changes that occur in runoff due to urbanization of the watershed. 

This change in runoff is made is primarily by increasing the percentage of impervious 

cover (land use) area and the rate of water transmission. With the imposition of urban 

surfaces the channel runoff occurs as soon as the surface is entirely wetted (Graf, 1988). 

Urbanization also changes the slope, flow length (when channels are straightened), and 

surface roughness (Urban Hydrology for Small Watersheds, 1975). Increased velocity of 

runoff effects the time of concentration (water travel time through the watershed) and 

watershed lag (related to area, length, slope; time from center of mass of rainfall to peak 

rate of runoff) (Urban Hydrology for Small Watersheds, 1975). The rate of water 

transmission is a factor of the density, size, and characteristics of the tributary channels, 

which are often simply the storm sewers (Leopold, 1968). 

However, the changes caused by urbanization are different for smaller events than 

for larger ones. Urbanization has a more profound impact on smaller events (such as 2-

year events) than larger ones (100-year events) (Lehman, personal communication). This 

is because in very large events the natural ground surface is quickly saturated and 

behaves like an impervious urban surface (Graf, 1988). Runoff from small events (less 

than annual) comes mostly from impervious areas, but both impervious and pervious 

contribute to the runoff of larger events (Urban Hydrology for Small Watersheds, 1975).  

Channel Balance 

Studies of rivers show that channels construct and maintain channels that will 

carry without overflow discharges a little smaller than the average annual flood (so that a 

reoccurrence interval for bank-full stage in most rivers is about 1.5 to 2 years) (Leopold, 

1968). However, urbanization increases the flood potential, thus over-bank or full stages 
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Figure 4 - Location of Cave Creek, Arizona

Flow is from the town of Cave Creek about 30 km south into the Greater Phoenix Area,

historically the oldest part of the city as well as the most urbanized.
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Figure 5 - Runoff Curves
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occur more often, although local storage may compensate for peak flow increases (such 

as mining depressions, over-bank (floodplain) storage, or a sedimentation basin) 

(Leopold, 1968). 

Sedimentation 

Urban development brings three types of physical changes on the surface, by 

exposing the ground during construction, increasing the area of impervious surface, and 

by changing the channel network (Graf, 1988). In the early phase of urbanization, 

discharge isn’t as radically changed as the sediment yield (which is increased), resulting 

in the accumulation of materials in increased flood deposits and channel filling (Graf, 

1988). After construction the decline in sediment yield and increased runoff combine to 

enlarge the channel and increase erosion (Leopold, 1968). In arid environments there may 

be no fluvial erosion from construction sited because there may be no precipitation event 

during the period of exposure, although a precipitation event may lead to extensive 

erosion (change in variability) (Graf, 1988).  

Sediment runoff from construction may be diluted in channel or remain undiluted 

(such as for ephemeral streams like Cave Creek), so that for Phoenix during a storm the 

sediment movement would be large (whereas if diluted, it would lower the yield per 

square mile per year, because it would be distributed over a wide area or throughout the 

channel) (Leopold, 1968).  

Artificially changing the channel renders is hydraulically more efficient, so that it 

transports more sediment at a lower gradient (Graf, 1988). There is also the elimination 

of small (as well as large) channels in construction and the addition of new pathways 

(gutters, conduits, storm sewers, streets, and designed channels) (Graf, 1988). Sediment 

yield from urban areas tends to be larger than in un-urbanized areas even if there are only 

small and widely scattered units of unprotected soil in the urban area (Leopold, 1968). 
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Sediment withdrawal is also an important factor in the sediment balance. It is 

suggested that off-stream gravel mining adjacent to channel in some areas provides 

unintended storage, which may reduce peak flood discharge (Cave Creek Floodplain 

Delineation, 1991). 

Erosion 

If the water below the dam is deprived of sediments then there may be erosion of 

the channel bank to re-establish equilibrium between the ability of the water to perform 

work (transportation) and the sediment load (Graf, 1988). Once the small particles are 

removed, there’s an armoring of the surface as just the larger ones are exposed to low 

flow, inhibiting erosion over time (Graf, 1988). After damming, this channel will be 

narrower, with a more meandering or compound pattern (as opposed to braided), but it 

may widen instead if erosion is at a high enough rate (Graf, 1988). This assumes that the 

channel cuts through alluvium, which is unconsolidated, allowing the channel to respond 

to the dam by changes in gradient, dimensions and pattern (Graf, 1988). 

Response to Dam Construction 

Construction of a dam is one of the most significant human activities (Graf, 

1988). A similar mechanism of water retention is not unheard of in natural circumstances, 

as some arid environments reservoirs may result from landslides, the construction of an 

alluvial fan across the mouth of a less active stream, or flash flood deposits (Graf, 1988). 

While the upstream effect is mostly that of induced sedimentation, the downstream ones 

are more complex and reach farther (Graf, 1988). In the case of Cave Creek, it is this 

section that is of the most interest to the majority of people who live within the reaches of 

this wash. Downstream from the dam there’s a lowering of the elevation of the channel 

bed but no change in the gradient (Graf, 1988). The more sedimentation behind the dam, 

the further reduced the capacity, and in turn the trap potential is reduced (Graf, 1988). 
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This effect is seen to the greatest degree right after damming (Graf, 1988). Degradation is 

rapid at first then slows progressively (generally the system will likely stabilize in about 

20 years) (Graf, 1988). 

Channel Management 

In accommodating city need, there is often a consideration of the natural balance 

established previous to (or in despite) artificial controls. City planning decisions may 

greatly influence geomorphic processes, as engineers often choose not to simply 

channelize flow but to use the space in the way it would best suit the city’s long-term 

needs. For example, in the case of Cave Creek flood flow is minimized, but channels are 

left with natural bottom. This is a realization of diminishing returns, once the channel 

becomes increasingly artificially modified. A channel is lined for higher velocity and 

closer development, but if the natural channel is used erosion must be considered as well 

as potential overflow (City of Phoenix Storm Water Policies and Standards). The benefits 

of a natural channel include: lower velocity and longer concentration times (lower 

downstream peak flow), natural channel and over-bank storage decreases peak flow, 

maintenance needs are less for natural channel (dynamic equilibrium with natural 

erosion/sedimentation process), desirable open and recreational space, closer the artificial 

to natural the better the artificial (City of Phoenix Storm Water Policies and Standards). 

Hydraulic engineers must also consider the channel transition (in and out of natural 

system) (City of Phoenix Storm Water Policies and Standards). Decisions motivated by 

these concerns are evident in looking at the channel cross-sections, where the geomorphic 

effect on the environment is in the suppression of forces of geologic change. 

Vegetation 

Figure 6 shows an example of how vegetation is effected by urbanization. 

Vegetation is impacted by variability in flow and by the balance between erosion and 
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Figure 6 - Variations in density and 
location of vegetation (within the channel).

Vegetation in the upper part of the Cave
Creek watershed (left) is offered more of a 
zone of habitation by the wide,  shallow,
and braided nature of the stream.

Vegetation (below) in the much more
urbanized part of the watershed is largely
confined to the channel.  This is a function
of narrowing the channel and significant 
vegetation removal around the channel,
in expectation of future construction. 
The impact in such locations of increased
erosion (due to urbanization) is not 
addressed in this study.

West of Town of Cave Creek

North of Greenway Rd.



deposition (Graf, 1988). This occurs where there is the creation of stable zones where 

there is less flooding, and vegetation expansion and growth may contribute to channel 

narrowing by trapping sediments (Graf, 1988). Although the instability in high and low 

flow may allow more range for vegetation (especially exotic species), many other factors 

influence this as well, including soil and climate conditions, groundwater availability, and 

human activities (Graf, 1988). 

Cave Creek Study Area 

The city of Phoenix is located in central Arizona, within the Gila River basin – the 

largest drainage area tributary to the lower Colorado River (New River and Phoenix City 

Streams, 1974). Cave Creek is part of that system (see Figure 4). Like nearly all streams 

in the regions, it does not flow perennially but only after heavy precipitation (Gila River 

Basin, New River and Phoenix City Streams No. 2, 1976). The Cave Creek drainage area 

is bounded to the north by the drainage are of New River, to the west by that of Skunk 

Creek, and to the east by Verde River and Indian Bend Wash (Cave Creek Floodplain 

Information Study, 1964). Cave Creek drains a total watershed area of 89.9 km2 (Cave 

Creek Floodplain Delineation, 1991). The headwaters are located in the New River 

Mountains. The elevation ranges from 1.51 km (4,950 ft) at the headwaters to 0.37 km 

(1,210 ft) at the Arizona Canal Diversion Channel (ACDC) (Cave Creek Floodplain 

Information Study, 1964). The watershed is about 38% mountainous, and stream 

gradients range from 7% (in the mountains) to 0.6% (below Cave Buttes Dam) (Gila 

River Basin, New River and Phoenix City Streams No. 2, 1976). The creek flows 20.9 

km to Cave Creek Dam, around it to the Cave Buttes Dam 1.13 km farther downstream 

(Gila River Basin, New River and Phoenix City Streams No. 2, 1976). After flowing into 

central Phoenix, the wash is diverted into the ACDC, which flows subsequently into 
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Skunk Creek, New River, Agua Fria, and finally the Gila River (see Figure 7) (New 

River and Phoenix City Streams, 1974).  

Description of Artificial Controls 

Along its length, Cave Creek encounters many large structures that impact its 

flow system profoundly. Figure 8 indicates the locations and dates of construction of 

these structures. This can be compared to the natural (structure fee) part of the watershed 

above the northernmost dam, Cave Creek Dam (see Figure 3). 

The first can be considered to be Cave Creek Dam (see Figure 9). Cave Creek 

Dam has drainable area of 544 km2 (Cave Creek Dam, 1980). Located about 29.0 km 

north of downtown Phoenix and 1.13 km south of Cave Creek Dam, this dam was built 

after a devastating flood in 1921 (Cave Creek Dam, 1980) (Gila River Basin, New River 

and Phoenix City Streams no. 2, 1976). Eventually replaced by Cave Buttes Dam (by the 

Army Corps of Engineers, ACOE), in a major flood the old dam would be covered by the 

waters retained by the new one (Cave Creek Dam, 1980).  

Cave Buttes Dam (built in 1980) has a drainage area of 494.7 km2, and a capacity 

of about 46,600 acre-feet (Gila River Basin, New River Dam, 1982). Figure 10 indicates 

the location and spatial relationship of Cave Creek Dam to Cave Buttes Dam. Cave 

Buttes is designed to retain enough water to submerge Cave Creek Dam, which was left 

as a historic monument (see Figure 11). Of this capacity, 5,700 acre-feet are provided for 

the accumulation of sediment over a 100-year period (Gila River Basin, New River and 

Phoenix City Streams no. 2, 1976). There is a spillway (bypass channel) around Cave 

Creek, with a plunge pool designed to dissipate the energy of flow overtopping Cave 

Creek Dam and reducing the stress on the old dam (Gila River Basin, New River and 

Phoenix City Streams no. 2, 1976). Dikes are located 91.4 m to the east (to divert 

floodwater away from the drainage area northeast of Cave Creek Road), 1.83 km to the 
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Figure 7 - Cave Creek Drainage Network
Cave Creek runs southwest from the town of Cave Creek until it intersects the Arizona Canal Diversion
Channel (ACDC), which routs Cave Creek into Skunk Creek, New River, Agua Fria River, and finally the Gila River.
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Figure 8 - Construction dates of some major structures encountered along Cave Creek, 
ranging from pioneer efforts (Arizona Canal) to modern ones.



Figure 9 - Cave Creek Dam after its 
construction was complete in 1923 
(below) and Cave Creek Dam today
(right).
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Figure 10 - Cave Creek Dam and Cave Buttes Dam

In a major flood event (such as in 1993) Cave Creek Dam
would be nearly submerged beneath the floodwaters
captured by Cave Buttes Dam.  Cave Creek dam was left
standing as a historic landmark, but the spillway around 
it (to the west) was put in place to take the stress off Cave
Creek Dam as Cave Buttes reservoir filled. 
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Figure 11 - Cave Creek Dam (bottom) nearly submerged by Cave Buttes
Dam (top) in 1993 floods
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northeast, and 4.02 km northwest of the main embankment (Gila River Basin, New River 

and Phoenix City Streams no. 2, 1976). The dam reduces the standard project flood from 

a peak inflow of 54,000 ft3/s to an outflow of 486 ft3/s (Gila River Basin, New River and 

Phoenix City Streams no. 2, 1976). Cave Butte Dam is designed to permit the release of 

only 420 cfs downstream through an uncontrolled outlet, but in addition there is an 

emergency spillway (Cave Creek Floodplain Delineation, 1991). The changes induced by 

the construction of Cave Buttes include raising the local base level from the channel of 

the bed to the elevation of the reservoir, at 0.50 km (1640 ft) (Redman and Minvis, 1992) 

(Graf, 1988).  

At the lower end of Cave Creek, the construction of the Arizona Canal Diversion 

Channel (ACDC) (27.8 km of channelization along AZ canal) began in 1981 was 

completed in 1994 (Gila River Basin, New River Dam, 1982). In 1989 Cave Creek was 

totally confined between the ACDC and Sweetwater Rd (3.0 km to the north) (Cave 

Creek Dam, Vol. 4). This concrete lined channel (ACOE) is intended to convey a 100-yr 

flood (Cave Creek Floodplain Delineation, 1991). It is 1.13 km long, with a design 

capacity of 16,000 ft3/s (Gila River Basin, New River and Phoenix City Streams no. 2, 

1976). Cave Creek ends in a side drainage inlet to ACDC rather than simply allowing 

inflow over the side of the channel like in most other locations, as Cave Creek is capable 

of major flow volumes (1,000 ft3/s or more – double that was recorded in 1978) (Gila 

River Basin, New River and Phoenix City Streams no. 2, 1976). A sediment basin was 

also established at about Cactus Rd (Cave Creek Floodplain Delineation, 1991). See 

Figure 12 for an aerial photograph of the sediment basin, and Figure 13 for one of the 

Arizona Canal Diversion Channel. Also at the time was built upstream pier extensions for 

Cactus Rd and Peoria Av. Bridges, to reduce the possibility of erosion of the bridge 

during flood events (Cave Creek Floodplain Delineation, 1991). During this period Cave 
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Figure 13 - Cave Creek confluence with the Arizona
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The ACDC borders the north bank of the Arizona Canal.



Creek also channelized due to the construction of bridges (Greenway Road, Tierra Buena 

Lane, 11th Ave, 10th Ave, and Phelps Ave.) (Cave Creek Floodplain Delineation, 1991). 

Finally, there was channelization of the wash from Bell Rd to Union Hills Dr, gravel and 

landfill operations between Beardsley and 7th St., as well as channelization and relocation 

of Cave Creek wash midway between the CAP canal and Cave Butte Dam (Cave Creek 

Floodplain Delineation, 1991).  

Besides being dammed, straightened, and channelized, the final approach of Cave 

Creek has been altogether truncated. It formerly flowed past the Arizona Canal to the Salt 

River, but in the last 70 years urbanization has eradicated the last traces of the wash south 

of the ACDC. In 1935 aerial photography (Figure 14), there is no undisturbed Cave 

Creek Wash running through central Phoenix (Aerial Photo Mosaic, 1935).  

Flooding 

The history of flooding in the Phoenix area is indicative of the many changes 

made to natural flow systems. The definition of the floodplain is the area between the 

floodway and the boundary of 100-yr flood fringe encompassing portions of the 

floodplain that could be totally obscured without increasing the water-surface elevation 

of 100-yr flood by more than 1 ft (Cave Creek Floodplain Delineation, 1991). Today the 

100-yr flood is generally confined to the banks of its channel, which is a marked 

difference from even 30 or 40 years ago, when flooding along Cave Creek (or indirectly 

due to it) was a distinct concern. The town of Cave Creek was established in 1877 as a 

mining camp, and still remains significantly less densely populated than Phoenix to the 

south (Redman and Minvis, 1992). This has contributed to its lesser need for flood 

control, as well as its lesser danger from this hazard. 

The susceptibility of the wash to overflow has been true even in recent years, but 

in general less pronounced upstream. In 1964 Cave Creek and tributaries (such as Rowler 
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Downtown Phoenix

Salt River

Cave Creek

Figure 14 - Cave Creek flowpath (as calculated) projected onto a 1935 
aerial photograph of Phoenix. 

There is no undistrubed Cave Creek wash left below the Grand Canal (south of and parallel
to the Arizona Canal), which is at the top of the photo mosaic.

The devastating flood of 1921,  in which Cave Creek covered the flood of downtown 
government buildings (including the state capitol building) prompted the 
construction of Cave Creek Dam in 1923.  



Wash) upstream from reservoir (in the town of Cave Creek) generally had well defined 

channels with steep banks, so that the width of floodplain was the width of the channel 

(Cave Creek Floodplain Information Study, 1964). At this time the Town of Cave Creek 

had a population of 500 or less, and there were no flood control works or zoning 

regulations in the area (Cave Creek Floodplain Information Study, 1964). For 100-yr 

floodplain, engineers at this time simply used the channel width plus 30.5 m (for bank 

caving) on either side. Flood control works were suggested at this time, such as additional 

dams, channel improvements, levees and floodwalls, upstream watershed treatment; 

channel improvements (deepening, widening, and straightening), and new channels – 

however none were economically feasible here in 1964. Only one levee was erected to 

protect a trailer park and some surrounding area (Cave Creek Floodplain Information 

Study, 1964).  

In 1982, the flood hazards existed in Phoenix along Cave Creek from Cave Creek 

Dam to the Salt River, as well as along the banks of the Arizona Canal (Gila River Basin, 

New River Dam, 1982). Flow was intercepted by Arizona Canal and carried until the 

canal was overtopped, allowing flood flows essentially indiscriminately into city, 

although it often flowed towards the Salt River (its original destination) (Gila River 

Basin, New River and Phoenix City Streams no. 2, 1976). Figure 15 shows older views of 

flooding at the confluence between Cave Creek and the Arizona Canal. The Arizona 

Canal was built in 1883 as an irrigation canal, and was never designed for flood control. 

It becomes narrower towards the end of its course at the New River, instead of wider 

(which is what is needed for flood control). It was also designed with spillways in the 

south bank, which was fine as long as the land adjacent to the overflowing south bank 

was agricultural, not urban.  
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Figure 15 - Cave Creek confluence with
the Arizona Canal previous to the ACDC,
where Cave Creek simply flowed over
the north bank of the Arizona Canal

Above: 1964

Left: 1978



As of 1982, given standard project flood (SPF) conditions, the inundation area 

would have been capable of covering 50,500 acres – half of downtown Phoenix (Gila 

River Basin, New River Dam, 1982). Figure 12 indicates this tendency for flooding to 

flow through the center of urbanized Phoenix. There were several destructive floods prior 

to the 1940’s (such as the 1921 flood that spurred the construction of Cave Creek Dam), 

but they were poorly recorded because the majority of the land flooded was agricultural, 

so property damage was not as devastating as it could have been (see Figure 2). Figures 

16, 17, 18 and 19 are photos of Cave Creek flooding, as far back as 1943.  

As of 2001, there were no 50-year flood profile calculated for Cave Creek, 

because Cave Buttes Dam effectively contained any flows of that size (10, vol 1). The 

town of Cave Creek was initially identified in 1988 as an area requiring federal flood 

control support, and the first Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) was effective 1989 (10, 

vol 4). In subsequent years the floodplain boundaries were greatly reduced, as the flow 

became more contained within the channel (10, vol 4). Large flooding events are 

becoming increasingly incapable of even partially readjusting the system to its former 

shape.  

The Hohokam 

It may be likely that the Hohokam Indians suffered from periodic flooding due to 

Cave Creek. This is important because of the parallel between their artificial controls and 

our modern ones. They lacked the additional technology to provide themselves with flood 

control, and so it is very probably that due to Cave Creek floodwaters, they were forced 

to repair and salvage their canals after flooding events. The Hohokam suffered repeated 

damage over the centuries to their canal infrastructure, but there is little indication of 

which direction the flooding would have originated from (the Salt River or Cave Creek) 

(Ackerly, et al., 1987). However, the largest settlement of La Ciudad is located to the 
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Looking across Cave Creek break in Arizona Canal, at 23rd Ave. and Arizona Canal (8/3/43)

Looking up the main channel of Cave Creek from the west bank of Arizona Canal break,
at 23rd Ave. and Arizona Canal (8/3/43)

Figure 16 - Flooding images of Arizona Canal break from Cave Creek floodwaters



Looking East at damage done to canal banks by Cave Creek overflow, 
East of 27th Ave and Arizona Canal (8/3/43)

Looking South of Arizona Canal after break, east of 27th Ave. and Arizona Canal (8/3/43)

Figure 17 - Flooding images of Arizona Canal break from Cave Creek floodwaters



Figure 18 - Cave Creek 
flooding in 1990

In top image, the high-
water mark is near the 
bumper of the car (at
7th Ave.).

Middle image is Cave
Creek at 7th St.

Lover image is Cave 
Creek flooding over
the road at Union
Hills Dr. - previous to 
the construction of 
bridges.



Cave Creek at the confluence of the Arizona Canal, looking south.
Estimated dischage of Q=900 cfs (12/20/91)

Flood waters from Cave Creek passing over Spillway #8 of the Arizona Canal, 
Estimated discharge of Q=690 cfs (12/20/91)

Figure 19 - Flooding of the Arizona Canal break due to Cave Creek 



north of the Salt River, directly between where Cave Creek would have flowed (Ackerly, 

et al., 1987). It is more than likely that the Hohokam experienced large flood events 

originating from Cave Creek on many occasions, and from a significant volume of 

floodwaters. Figure 20 indicates the location of their canals and some of their major cites, 

in relation to modern canals and the predicted flow of Cave Creek Cave Creek used to be 

wider and shallower, and this would have made it more prone to overflow (especially 

lower in its path, such as in the alluvial fan area indicated by Figure 21). 

Data Analysis 

An analysis of the degree of alterations made to cave creek includes looking at it 

from above, and looking at the changes within the channel. The latter includes a look at 

sedimentation, which may be one of the most significant changes in the characteristics of 

the water itself, as it flows through this system.  

First to be considered is a geometric comparison of flow patterns. This includes 

plan view as well as channel cross-sections. In plan view straightness is the first factor 

visible on the map, as well as the density of water usage where natural flow rarely would 

deliver it (see Figure 3). In many areas in Phoenix, the natural down-slope flow is now 

nearly parallel to contour lines. An analysis of the topographic flow delineated from a 

DEM shows the pattern differences (pre- and post-urbanization) as well. 

All of the images in this study that indicate a projected path of Cave Creek flow 

(pre-development) is a result of calculations made in ArcInfo using a 1:24,000 USGS 

Digital Elevation Model (DEM). This allowed me to use even rough topographic data to 

determine a clear preferred path between the ACDC and the Salt River, as indicated first 

in Figure 5. Figure 22 shows the results of this calculation. Figure 23 indicates the 

location of Figure 24. Figure 24 uses Federal Emergency Management Agency floodplain 

delineation to support the data that shows where Cave Creek would have flowed. This 
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0 9 184.5 Kilometers

Figure 20 - Hohokam canal network (red) overlying modern canals (blue).
Some major Hohokam cites and their location in relation to the pre-development
flow path of Cave Creek. La Ciudad very likely experienced flood events from Cave
Creek in addition to the Salt River, contributing to the overall damage done to their 
canal network by floodwaters.

Las Colinas La Ciudad

Pueblo Grande

Pre-development
flow path of Cave Creek

Salt River

Cave Creek



0 5 102.5 Kilometers

Figure 21 - These contour intervals are widely spaced here, which points to an alluvial
fan, just south and slightly west of where Cave Creek terminates at the ACDC. 

Alluvial Fan

Pre-development
channel most likely
prefered as a path
to the Salt River



Salt River
Gila River

Figure 23 - Box showing the location of Figure 24.



Figure 24 - The pre-development flowpath of Cave Creek (south of the Arizona Diversion Channel)

can be surmised from Federal Emergency Management Agency data and supported by the

calculated flowpath, which also flows over the FEMA floodplain.

0 1 2 3 40.5
Kilometers

Downtown Phoenix

Arizona Canal
Diversion Channel

Pre-Development
Cave Creek FEMA Floodplains



happens to be the location of downtown Phoenix (see Figure 14) as well as the location of 

ancient Hohokam settlements (see Figure 20).  

Figure 25 shows a significant alteration to the natural system, as Cave Creek is 

forced by artificial controls to even cross watershed boundaries. Cave Creek now flows 

into the Gila River instead of the Salt River.  

Irrigation also imposes an unnatural pattern, by the use of canals to deliver and 

drains to carry away the excess, as well as in the maintenance of a uniform land grade 

(Graf, 1988). Drainage across the basin floor is generally infrequent and often unconfined 

by a channel (instead there is a flow zone), but the opposite is the case under irrigation 

maintenance (Graf, 1988).  

In the field, the cross-section changes according to the degree of urbanization. 

Figure shows the locations of each site throughout Cave Creek. Figure 26 is a map of the 

location that were visited for field observation and measurement. The volume, depth, 

channel bed construction, sediment and vegetation characterization differences vary from 

the northern-most site to the southern-most one (Figure 27). The locations at the top of 

the channel are the most natural, and the ones at the bottom are the most urbanized. 

Figures 28 through 31 are cross-sections and images of the sites (following the 

descriptions of the sites in Appendix A). Closer to its final confluence with the ACDC the 

changes become overwhelmingly artificial, even to the very opposite of the state 

naturally preferred by the wash. This is especially seen in the sedimentation basin (Figure 

32, after Appendix A). This change in channel form is visible even in the tributaries to 

Cave Creek, such as East Fork Cave Creek (Figure 33, following Appendix A).  

The sedimentation (cachment) basin has experienced an accumulated about 0.3 m 

of silty soil, since the basin was constructed 22 years ago (resulting in a rate of about 1.36 

cm/yr). Behind Cave Creek Dam (which still captures most of the sediments upstream of 
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0 10 205 Kilometers

Figure 25 - Watershed boundries

Cave Creek is intercepted by the Arizona Canal Diversion Channel in such a way that
instead of empying into the Salt River (in the Lower Salt River Watershed), Cave Creek
now empties into the Lower Gila - Agua Fria Watershed.  This is a significant alteration
to the Cave Creek flow system. 

Cave Creek
Watershed

Lower Salt River
Watershed

Salt River
Gila River

Pre-development path of 
Cave Creek after the Arizona
Canal Diversion Channel

Current path of
Cave Creek after
Arizona Canal
Diversion Channel

Lower Gila -Agua Fria
Watershed
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West of Spur Cross Rd.

South of golf course

South of Deer Valley Rd.

South of Beardsley Rd.South of Union Hills Dr.

North of Bell Rd.

North of Greenway Rd.

South of Greenway Rd.

North of Thunderbird Rd.

South of Thunderbird Rd.
East Fork Cave Creek,
South of Thunderbird Rd.

East Fork Cave Creek,
At Sediment Basin

Channelized Section At confluence with the
Arizona Canal Diversion Channel

Sediment Basin

Figure 26 - These 15 field sites display a range of cross-sectional geometry (Figure 27), 
which becomes increasingly varied in more urbanized sections of Phoenix.



At the Cave Creek golf course

West of Spur Cross Rd.

South of Deer Valley Rd.

South of Beardsley Rd.

South of Union Hills Dr.

North of Bell Rd.

North of Greenway Rd.

South of Greenway Rd.

N of Tbird

S of Tbird

Convergence with the Arizona Canal

Channelized section (0.7 mi from Arizona Canal)

100 ft
20 m

Scale (both horizonal and vertical)

Figure - 27
Series of channel
cross-sections
encountered
along Cave Creek.

For site locations
see Figure 26.



it) the sedimentation rate is 0.24 acre-feet per square mile per year (New River and 

Phoenix City Streams, 1974). The original estimation of sedimentation was from 1923 to 

1970 (at 0.24 acre-feet per year) but this was upgraded to 0.30 acre-feet per year 

following the sedimentation resultant of the Sep 1970 flood (Gila River Basin, New River 

and Phoenix City Streams no. 2, 1976). Cave Buttes dam has a 100-yr sedimentation of 

5,700 acre-feet (New River and Phoenix City Streams, 1974). Given that the sediment 

basin has a width of 620 ft and a length of 1254 ft, the area can be calculated at 14 acres. 

With 0.98 ft of sediments in the basin, that means that a sedimentation rate of 0.63 acre-

feet a year can be calculated. This is very significant, because it indicates that 

urbanization has increased runoff.  

Discussion 

The effects of artificial re-working of the channel pattern and geometry results in 

a reversal of the common transition for a braided desert wash emerging from higher-

elevation foothills. The stream would usually begin incised where the slope permits 

greater down-cutting, and then become flatter and shallower out along the alluvial fan. In 

this urban system, the stream becomes more incised into the ground just where it would 

naturally be the shallowest, due not only to the flood hazard associated with development 

at the margins of a poorly understood or marked flood plain, but also because this is the 

area of the greatest urban density and land use.  

This sedimentation basin enforces a 100-yr 2-hour retention, such that the effect 

of increased runoff in the urban system is mitigated past this point (Lehman, personal 

communication). The idea that sedimentation is mostly contained behind Cave Creek 

Dam assumes that the greatest sediment source is upstream of the dam. An increase in the 

rate of sedimentation here (at the sediment basin) means that urbanization downstream of 

the dam likely plays a very large role in contributing to sediment movement through the 
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hydrologic system.   It also seem that sedimentation is higher in the lower portion of 

Cave Creek, where it is urbanized, despite the trapping influence of Cave Creek Dam. 

A further continuation of this research may profit from an analysis of the effect of 

urbanization on the runoff times within Cave Creek wash. However, this would have to 

take into consideration research limitations resulting from a shortage of long gauge data 

and flooding records for this area.  

Future research may also include examining the geomorphic effects of the altered 

flow path on the city, such as the effects of gravel and sand mining of the dry bed, 

wildlife (plant/animal) ecology, as well as socio-economic factors like land value (tied to 

aesthetics and to land use/ownership). These are all additional evidence of changed 

geomorphology in the city as a result of artificial controls on the flow.  

The link between land value (or use) and urban geomorphology is evident where 

residential density and recreation make a difference to the amount of impermeable 

surface, for example. One of the most obvious examples is the use of golf courses where 

riparian vegetation consists of shrub and grasses. Census data indicates that land value is 

linked somewhat to aesthetics, which is in turn a factor of land use planning and 

municipal decision-making. This impacts urban geomorphology, as construction projects 

and land surface impermeability are both important factors of water and sediment 

movement in the urban setting. According to (Leopold, 1968), the percentage of 

impervious surface area decreases as lot size increases (which may be how income is 

related to geomorphology) – however, does this hold true for the development patterns of 

the greater Phoenix area? (Leopold, 1968). 

The diversion of Cave Creek into Agua Fria means also that the Salt River 

drainage area is significantly reduced, although it allows the use of the Salt River channel 
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bed for sand and gravel mining, as well as urban recharge projects like Tempe Town 

Lake. 

The flow of the Cave Creek effects where groundwater recharge occurs – is the 

relocation of the stream balanced by a change in where or how much is drawn? This 

requires a look at how the rate of flow through the wash been changed by the alteration of 

the watershed, as well as the main channel. 

Conclusion 

Despite the variability of a desert system, I have isolated several significant 

changes in the hydrologic system of Cave Creek. Flooding today is much less of a 

problem than it was even 20 years ago, but at the expense of much of the natural state. 

The channel becomes narrower and deeper, in spite of its natural tendency as a desert 

wash to become shallower and more braided in form once out of the foothills. This 

change in the geomorphology of the flow system is also seen in the profound impact 

made in the last section of the wash, which today is in an entirely different location tha 

the predevelopment path. Finally, sedimentation is increased downstream of the dam, 

more so than previously supposed, which is due likely to the urbanization of the 

watershed south of Cave Buttes Dam. In answering these questions concerning the effect 

of artificial control on the hydrologic system, Cave Creek proves to be a good example of 

the changes made to a natural system through time, as necessitated by urban growth.  
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Appendix A - Field Work 
 
Summary: The channel experiences many changes down its length, in dimension, 
construction material, and other aspects of artificiality. This becomes more pronounced 
downstream, where flooding impacts are much more significant to denser urbanization.  
 
West of Spur Cross Road 
 
Channel measured where somewhat confined by rock on either side, this cuts down on 
the degree of braiding seen just downstream. The main channel is mostly clear of debris 
except for grasses, while the edges have dense foliage (trees, scrub). Contains gravel, 
cobble, bars of silt. Large clasts on side of the channel may be very angular (locally 
derived). Downstream it is about the same volume but shallower and the channel is 
divided (bars). The channel here is much smaller than the next site, because it is above 
the confluence. 
 
South of Golf Course 
 
Individual deep channels (especially to the west, deepest flow line – is about 15 plus feet 
wide), bars between channels are high (4 – 5 ft) and well established, lots of vegetation 
within the channel (especially on the bars). Is this just a function of more vegetation up in 
Cave Creek in general or just more water here (greater watershed)? There is lots of fine 
sediments deposited here (it is filled with glittery muscovite, or is it brown mica?).  
 
Cave Buttes Dam 
 
Channel here is diverted parallel to the dam, out the spillway. What is the evidence for 
the new flow path being established here? The spillway shows up on the aerial 
photography, so it may be just a zone of disturbed vegetation (or it may be artificially 
graded).  
 
South of Deer Valley Road 
 
There is lots of human debris, as it is just east of several large mining operations. Cobbles 
are large and well rounded. The east wall of this channel is artificial (so very steep, 
angular greenstone). Only one major side channel, the rest is more uniformly flat. This is 
an area of greater braiding of the channel (at the bottom of the foothills, or at least the 
first location south examined here), perhaps explaining why there’s an artificial wall. The 
main vegetation is scrub, little grass.  
 
South of Beardsley Road 
 
Mostly gravel, some cobbles. Flat wash, somewhat braided (not too deeply incised). Due 
to overpass, channel is reduced in width by a third. The stretch serves a recreational 
purpose, serving the houses that face the wash.  
 
South of Union Hills 
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Occurs at a bend in the river, and is steeper and narrower than last location. Another 
small stream joins Cave Creek here. There is lots of vegetation, mainly on the sides with 
the odd bush in the middle. Comprised mostly of gravel.  
 
North of Bell Rd. 
 
There are large flow-breaks (lumps) in the wash, also is paved. This is to prevent erosion 
from the small channel entering from the west. The bed is otherwise cobble, with little 
gravel (very rounded). The vegetation is on the sides of the wash only.  
 
South of Greenway 
 
Walls are totally artificial, at a 45o angle and confined by chicken wire (large cobbles). 
There are few cobbles in the center, it’s mostly sand and gravel. The channel is wide and 
relatively clear of vegetation.  
 
Cave Creek East Fork (south of Thunderbird) 
 
Sandy with muddy banks, few larger boulders. Lots of grass and trees along the edges, 
may have been planted for the houses that line this wash.  
 
North of Thunderbird 
 
Before the recreational area, much denser vegetation. Upper edge is golf courses. Bottom 
is sandy and braids across this section, but forms deep channels where it does (rapid 
response to a flood event probable).  
 
South of Thunderbird 
 
Recreational use also. Channel is deep and v-shaped, and the bed has been altered to 
comprise large cobbles. Lots of vegetation, especially closer to the low-flow line, and 
highly landscaped once you are out of the deepest part of the channel.  
 
Cave Creek East Fork (at sediment basin) 
 
Totally cement, of regular proportions. Large change in channel characteristics in this 
small distance. 
 
Sediment basin (Cactus and Thunderbird) 
 
Sediment basin located here. The basin is very wide, and also deep (capable of retaining a 
large volume). It is filled with small gravels and silt. Water is intended to wind its way to 
the far end, settling out its suspended load in the meantime. Low flow line really takes 
any path through, but dredging may occur at east edge (evident by clearing of grass).  
 
The sediment basin measures 620 ft across, and 1254 ft long. The lip ranges in depth 
from 174 ft to 110 ft (to bottom to top of ridge, which is beginning of the park). The 
basin has an overall depth of about 22 ft. 
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Beginning of channelized section (North of Cactus) 
 
This is the most channelized section of Cave Creek, just before it’s confluence with the 
ACDC. The bed is totally cement, and is of a uniform texture and slope. The low flow 
line is dead center. Trapezoidal shape 
 
Confluence with ACDC 
 
This section is simply a deep rectangle. It is 64 ft wide and 22 ft deep.  
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At the Cave Creek golf course

West of Spur Cross Rd.

South of Deer Valley Rd.
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Figure 28 - Cave Creek photos and cross-sections
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Figure 29 - Cave Creek photos and cross-sections



North of Greenway Rd.

South of Greenway Rd.

North of Thunderbird Rd.
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Figure 30 - Cave Creek photos and cross-sections



South of Thunderbird Rd.

Convergence with the Arizona Canal

Channelized section (0.7 mi from Arizona Canal)

Figure 31 - Cave Creek photos and cross-sections
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Figure 32 - Cave Creek photos and cross-sections
The Sediment Basin

The bottom of the basin is a lip that marks the 
begining of the channelized section.

The sides form a gentle slope up to the park.

Sediment deposition begins at the ramp at the top 
of the basin.

The bottom of the basin (wet).

The bottom of the basin (dry).



East Fork Cave Creek, South of Thuderbird Rd.

East Fork Cave Creek at confluence with ACDC

Figure 33 - Cross-sectional difference between two site locations  of East Fork 
Cave Creek.  Note the differences not only in cross-section form, but in 
vegetation and bed construction.
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Scale (both horizonal and vertical)



Appendix B –Tables  
 
Table 1 – Acronyms 
US ACOE U. S. Army Corps of Engineers 
ACDC Arizona Canal Diversion Channel 
FIRM Flood Insurance Rate Map 
SPF Standard Project Flood 
DA Drainage Area 
 
 
Table 2 – Summary of Discharges (Cave Creek Floodplain Delineation, 1991) 
 DA (mi2) 10 yr (cfs) 50 yr 100 yr 
Above CAP canal 2.5 1700 2500 2900 
Below CAP canal 4.0 2700 4000 4600 
Below Dear Valley Dr 5.0 3000 4500 5200 
Above East Fork CC 8.6 3300 4900 5700 
Below East Fork CC 23.5 8400 12700 14600 
Below 19th Ave 23.5 8900 13400 15400 
Above Moon Valley Wash 26.5 8900 13400 15400 
Below Moon Valley Wash 33.1 10100 15300 17500 
At Confluence w/ACDC 34.7 10300 16100 18500 
 
Table 3 – Design Discharge (Cave Creek Floodplain Delineation, 1991) 
 100-yr discharge (cfs) 
Cave Creek  
    Below Cave Buttes Dam 486 
    At Greenway Road 14000 
    At Arizona Canal 15000* 
ACDC  
    Above Cave Creek confluence 15000 
    Below Cave Creek confluence 25000 
* Design discharge limited by capacity of Peoria Ave. Bridge, actually estimated at 
16,000 cfs 
 
Table 4 (Gila River Basin, New River and Phoenix City Streams no. 2, 1976) 
n-Year Flood % of SPF for an urbanized watershed 
SPF 100 
100 45 
50 32 
25 21 
10 12 
5 7 
2 3 
 
Table 5 – Design Peak Discharges, Future Conditions (Gila River Basin, New River 
and Phoenix City Streams no. 2, 1976) 
Cave Creek Drainage Area SPF (cfs) 100-Year Flood (cfs) 
    Inflow – Cave Buttes Dam 191 89000 * 63000 
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    Outflow – Cave Buttes Dam 0 486 420 
    Above Deer Valley Creek 4.5 11000 5000 
    Below Deer Valley Creek 5.0 12000 5400 
    Above East Fork – Cave Creek 8.1 13000 5800 
    Below East Fork – Cave Creek 21.1 31000 14000 
    Above Moon Valley Creek 22.5 31000 14000 
    Below Moon Valley Creek 29.3 36000 16000 
    At ACDC 30.4 36000 16000 
ACDC    
    Above Cave Creek 19.7 15000 ** 15000 
    Below Cave Creek 61.1 *** 25000 ** 25000 *** 
* Local storm, not design flood 
** 100-year design, without freeboard 
*** Discharge assumes Subarea 17 (DA = 11 mi2) is diverted by I-17 and contributes to 
ACDC upstream of I-17 bridge that crosses ACDC (DA includes surarea 17) 
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Appendix C – Abstract submitted on July 15th, 2003 for admission to the GSA 
Conference (to be attended in November 2003) 
 

The way in which humans rearrange and utilize the landscape is a powerful 
geomorphic force. The greater Phoenix area is well suited to study the effects of artificial 
hydrology and geomorphology. As one of the fastest growing cities in the United States 
and inhabited by nearly three million people in a semi-arid region, water here is a highly 
valued and managed resource. We address two questions: 1) to what degree do artificial 
controls on hydrologic processes alter those flow systems, and 2) how do these changes 
affect urban geomorphology? There are a variety of reasons for which any city alternately 
draws to and diverts water away from a location – these are primarily to deliver water or 
divert floodwater. In Phoenix, engineered solutions to these cultural pressures include 
groundwater pumping and agricultural irrigation, the construction of residential and 
industrial buildings, flood prevention structures, mining operations, canals, dams, 
washes, and the sustaining of aesthetically lush areas. We have looked at a few specific 
areas in answering these questions. Cave Creek is an increasingly developed watershed, 
running from 40 km north of Phoenix into the historically oldest part of the city. The 
overland flow through this area becomes increasingly managed downstream, as it is 
constrained from its natural network into a single volume-restricted channel and a series 
of retention basins. It is then diverted into the adjacent Agua Fria River to reduce the 
watershed size and so the geomorphic impact on urban areas downstream of the original 
channel.  
 
The way in which humans rearrange and utilize the landscape is a powerful geomorphic 
force. The greater Phoenix area is well suited to study the effects of artificial hydrology 
and geomorphology. As one of the fastest growing cities in the United States and 
inhabited by nearly three million people in a semi-arid region, water here is a highly 
valued and managed resource. We address two questions: 1) to what degree do artificial 
controls on hydrologic processes alter those flow systems, and 2) how do these changes 
affect urban geomorphology?  
 
There are a variety of reasons for which any city alternately draws to and diverts water 
away from a location – these are primarily to deliver water or divert floodwater. In 
Phoenix, engineered solutions to these cultural pressures include groundwater pumping 
and agricultural irrigation, the construction of residential and industrial buildings, flood 
prevention structures, mining operations, canals, dams, washes, and the sustaining of 
aesthetically lush areas.  
 
We have looked at a few specific areas in answering these questions. Cave Creek is an 
increasingly developed watershed, running from 40 km north of Phoenix into the 
historically oldest part of the city. The overland flow through this area becomes 
increasingly managed downstream, as it is constrained from its natural network into a 
single volume-restricted channel and a series of retention basins. It is then diverted into 
the adjacent Agua Fria River to reduce the watershed size and thus the geomorphic 
impact on urban areas downstream of the original channel.  
 
Another example is that of Indian Bend Wash, constructed in 1974. This flood control 
structure was once an ephemeral desert wash, but due to human geomorphology it is 
today a string of perennial lakes. The artificial control most evident here lies in the 
geometry of the flow channel and the prevention of natural erosion processes.  
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Finally, the Hohokam Native Americans who lived on the Salt River (South Phoenix and 

Tempe) built a system of irrigation canals, but still experienced natural geomorphic 
processes like flood events. Today, in response to urban expansion, dams and other flood 
control structures throughout the watershed have essentially dried up the flow of the Salt 

River. It is diverted instead into a network of canals, delivering water far outside the 
natural floodplain.
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